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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

After analyzing the data, the writer concludes that conversation in 

television talk show “The Talk” has 41 variation elements of opening, sustaining 

and closing produced by the host, guests and other participants. There are: 

1. Opening has 8 variation elements 

a. Attend (1) 

b. Initiate: 7 elements (give fact, give opinion, demand, question:open:opinion, 

question:open:fact, question:close:opinion, question:close:fact. 

2. Sustaining has 29 variation elements 

a. Continue:  7 elements (C:monitor, P:elaborate, P:extend, P:enhance, 

A:elaborate, A:extend, A:enhance) 

b. 1) React: Respond: 14 elements (s:D:elaborate, s:D:extend, s:D:enhance, 

s:Engage, s:Register, s:R:accept, s:R:agree, s:R:answer, s:R:acknowledge, 

s:R:affirm, c:R:non-comply, c:R:disagree, c:R:disavow, c:R:contradict). 

2) React:Rejoinder: 8 elements (S:track:check, s:track:confirm, 

s:track:clarify, s:response:resolve, s:response:repair, c:challenge:detach, 

c:challenge:rebound, c:response:refute. 

3. Closing has four variation elements  

a. Topic bounding (1) 

b. Pre-closing (1) 

c. Final closing : temporary leave taking and farewell.  

In opening moves, the variations which most often occur are: Attending 

move, initiating give fact, initiating demand and initiating question. In sustaining 
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moves, the variations which most often occur are: Continuing prolong (elaborate, 

extend and enhance), reacting develop (elaborate, extend and enhance), reacting 

reply: support (answer, affirm, agree, accept, acknowledge) and confront 

(contradict and disagree) reacting track (check, clarify and confirm) and response 

(resolve). In closing the elements that most often occur are C:final 

closing:temporary leave-taking and C:final closing:farewell.  

Based on the variation elements of conversation have found in television 

talk show “The Talk”, the general pattern of the whole conversation has been 

identified. There is: 

{Opening: Attend ^ I:Give fact ^ I:question} ^ {Sustaining: R:Develop ^ 

C:Prolong] ^ [R:reply ^ C:Prolong} ^ {Closing: Temporary leave-taking ^ 

farewell}.  

The general pattern’s Shceme of “The Talk” 

 

 

 

 

This general pattern comes from the similar elements which are produced 

by the hosts, guests and other participants of television talk show “The Talk” in 

each section. The result of the analysis in structural organization shows that every 

section has similar pattern so that it can be form as this general pattern.  
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